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Pneuminous Accretive Theory: An Overview.
The theory of pneuminous accretions is born out of the problem of
magick/synchronicity. We consider these problems to be basically the
same. Both phenomena suggest an occurrence that may be interpreted
as having been brought about by the intervention of some power. This
is their appearance. In synchronicity no request was consciously filed to
any power yet some kind of anomaly still occurred. In magick, a request
was made and some power appeared to respond.
The notion of appearance is key to the method – which resembles
phenomenology no doubt. In this work we are continuously asking 'what
is the necessity of the appearance and what are the conditions for an
appearance to be not simply an appearance but also reflective of
certain features about reality?' What we try to refrain from is moving
beyond the appearance. Hence we may say that from a given
appearance something like x must be going on. It is however beyond
the scope of the phenomenology to say 'how' this x occurs. The straying
into such a 'how' is left for speculative metaphysics.
The appearance of these phenomena as what they are is by no means
a certainty. It is relatively easy to discount all forms of
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magickal/synchronicitous intervention as confirmation bias/coincidence.
This discounting solution though contains a question begging problem.
The phenomena as they occur to the subject may well be so striking as
to seem to require an explanation outside of this world. This is a
powerful experience as anyone who has had it will know. They do not
require an explanation outside of this world, but they look identical to
how it would appear if they did. Such phenomena look like intentional
magick or a fortuitous anomalous event because that's what it would
look like for one to occur.
In this sense the phenomena are prima facie evidence of some ineffable
alteration of the world in relation to the subject and equally they are
simply a demonstration of confirmation bias/coincidence. If we wish to
say that the supernatural explanation is false we must be able to know
with certainty that reality does not allow for such possibilities. But the
phenomena from the other perspective constitute evidence that reality
does allow for such possibilities. The denial can only take place by
presupposing the solid continuous nature of reality. Such a denial though,
is question begging, it amounts to saying that 'because reality is like this,
reality is like this'.
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It is precisely because the phenomena raise issues about the
fundamental nature of how things are that we able to wonder about
them legitimately. That is, the level at which the phenomena appear is
outside of regular reality's ability to account for. This is a contentious
claim in a sense. Are magickal phenomena really so different? Probably
there is no hard line. If I believe the earth is flat I can deny evidence
that the earth is round, I can find reasons to not believe this. These might
look like madness to many but the belief is sustainable and it is propped
up with a prima facie evidence -the flatness of the world. This is
ostensibly the same as the synchronicity believer, who must either
believe in predetermined harmony or bracket off the solid continuity of
the existence itself. The difference I believe in the nature of what is
denied. The flat earther must actively state that the world is lying at
scientific-governmental level in order to maintain the claims. They must
deny fairly good evidence to the contrary in order to sustain the belief.
The synchronicity/magick believer does not have to deny any such
evidence to the contrary. The very nature of the phenomena mean that
reality subject to confirmation bias etc. and reality that has restructured
itself look identical. So the difference between the two cases is though
on a continuum actually considerable; the paranormal case is more
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rational than the flat earth case as in one the evidence to the contrary
can be clearly perceived and in the other it cannot.
This identity of appearance generates the agnostic disjunction. That is,
there is only choice to decide between the two versions of the event.
There is no evidence that can decide the issue as all evidence from the
solid world side begs the question by presupposing it to be true. It
provides an alternative explanation definitely and a compelling one
too, yet for all that it is not one that can extirpate the paranormal
explanation. This means that all instances of this kind are answered by
a greater or lesser agnostic disjunctive decision. One side must be
repressed in favour of the other. We are all agents who will lean closer
one way rather than the other. The new age believer will interpret such
events strongly towards the paranormal end whilst the materialist will
believe in coincidence etc. This latter interpretation is commonplace, of
course by no means does this mean its depths have been plumbed, but
its problems are the problems commonly probed in philosophy. It is this
reality that philosophy generally is trying to come to terms with. The
other side of the disjunction though has not been properly investigated
at all.
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The paranormal side of the disjunction must fulfil one criterion: there must
be an ontological connection between then phenomena and the subject
(this is what the solid world side explicitly denies). There are three
principle ways in which this can occur:
i) Fixed magickal rules. This says there exist rules by which magick
operates. It probably also stipulates there must a be a power or series
of powers that enforce these rules and/or created them. Being is not
necessarily determined and the powers can manipulate reality either of
their own accord or upon request from organic limited beings -ourselves.
This kind of structure is familiar to us from religion. Here an entity or
entities are identified as ruling over existence. Synchronistic/magickal
phenomena are ontologically meaningful because they often represent
interventions from these powers. Magick may be forbidden by the
highest power because it subverts its authority, however the system still
allows that it is possible. Often this is achieved by beseeching other
powers to bring about the requisite reality alterations. Additional rules
need to be true for things like sympathetic magick to work as these do
not necessarily require any request to an entity to bring about a result.
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ii) Predetermined harmony. Predetermined harmony fulfils the criterion
so long as it is not merely that the two things occurred at the same time
a la Malebranche but rather that in the structure of existence the
harmony occurs because the two things are connected -or a similarly
strong thesis. That is, if I have a dream about a strange stripey cat and
then walk out of my house only to encounter the very same cat, the
whatever-the-dream-is-made-of and the actual cat must be actually
connected at some metaphysical level. There is no restructuring of reality
in this model. The strangeness of the connections is still true and
ontologically real, it is also just simply what happened in one continuous
reality.
iii) Pneuminous accretive theory. Pneuminous accretive theory is a chaos
magick compatible theory that maintains the possibility of free will whilst
positing a fluid changing reality that responds directly to conceptual
actions of the beings therein and of the concepts themselves. Pneuma is
the name given to the transcendental substantialisation or ontologically
active nature of conceptuality. The transcendental nature of pneuma is
deduced from the phenomena of magick/synchronicity themselves.
These phenomena require that conceptuality somehow has affected
what we take to be solid and continuous. So in the case of people
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affected by phenomena like the 23, such people are not deluded, the
23 concept would be continually inserting itself in their reality. Dreams
that manifest are the dream concept having manifested itself in world.
The alteration of individual realities by conceptual entities has extreme
consequences for what is actually going on in what looks like the solid
continuum of everyday life. As per the previous statement with regards
to appearances we cannot say what this actually is going on, only that
a radical fluidity is necessary for conceptual intervention to be possible.
We use the term pneuma to indicate that conceptuality has force on
some axis (or axes) beyond our current understanding and we use the
term accretion to refer the nature of pneuma as sticky. The stickiness of
pneuma is clearly perceptible both consciously and unconsciously.
Consciously we can learn that two concepts go together (if we wish),
unconsciously we may just join them -that stone reminds of an owl.
Pneuma or rather its accretions are basically everything we can sense.
As such pneuminous accretions have two forms, bound and unbound.
Bound accretions are repetitive structures in what we call the physical
world (itself an accretion). The accretion is bound to a vector -more
about them shortly. Unbound accretions are what you can see in your
7

imagination or dreams. They are not beholden to any structure to keep
them fixed in one form. Bound pneuminous accretions requires the
additional transcendental notion of the vector field. Vector here is
understood as host, like an animal that can carry a parasite. The vector
field is a transcendental field of pneuma that cannot be directly
perceived. It is quasi visible by phenomenological methods of
attempting to see the visual field as an undifferentiated mass, or to hear
the sounds around one as uninterpreted sound. Note this is not like a
'myth of the given' type postulation, it is a necessary field that must be
there to enable the possibility of what we experience. It must be the
case unless we wish to say that everything we experience is in reality
what it is external to ourselves (before any concepts were ever applied).
So a mug is not a mug beyond my applying the concept to it. It could
just as easily be something else. But the vector region that we call mug
is a mug by virtue of my attaching the mug accretion (of pneuma) onto
this vector region. This is a magickal act. The only difference between
this and what we call magick is that, in this case the vector region in
question is the one that we actually call mug. That is, the vector region
and the pneuminous accretion fit together. This results in the reifying
feedback mechanism of accretions. This is a magickal effect that follows
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from the general theory. The accretion of a particular kind of thing, once
generated becomes idealised in the subject-accretion (us), this idealised
version is then projected back onto the vector which has the bizarre
implication of making the vector more like the accretion than it was. This
effect is minimal owing to the harmony that already exists between the
two.
Note by the accretion being stuck to the vector we can now speak of
the accretion being literally outside the subject. The external world as
we think of it is an accretion, populated and layered with a myriad of
others all looping and interconnecting with each other through
pneuminous fibres generated by the pneuminous processing systems ourselves. The bound unbound notion means that the accretions are stuck
as particulars to vectors but also exist as unbound nexus of pneuma. It
is these that will be responsible for magickal phenomena. The
pneuminous theory has the following formula for magick: magick is an
accretion (concept) applied to a vector that would not ordinarily take it.
So whereas all regular things are accretions attached to vectors that
readily take the accretion with little or no disagreement, in magick we
have a vector region that would not ordinarily take the relevant
accretion. When someone casts a spell this is because a vector region
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has one character (them having no money e.g.) which they wish to have
a different one (them having money). The goal is to apply a different
accretion to a vector region in order to bend the nature of region to fit
the accretion. So magick in a sense is the opposite of the ordinary
structure in which the nature of the vector field may facilitate accretion
formation. In magick, the accretion seeks to facilitate vector structure.
Of course the vector field is quite stable and we do not as a rule
experience radical reality alteration. The stability of the vector field is
the limit of magick. We cannot say where these limits are, however if
one tried to apply the concept mouse to stone that looked like a mouse,
the theory does not say the stone would actually be transformed into a
mouse (though this seems hypothetically possible), rather that as the
mouse accretion became attached to the stone accretion-vector, the
stone would acquire a kind of mouseness, which might for example,
generate mouse like synchronicities around it.
The above is an account of directed magick, synchronicity is also caused
by accretive interference in the stability of the vector field. In this
instance though, it is more due to the accretions acting by their own
volition or by whatever dynamic set-up may trigger them to act -does
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the grammar of acting even make sense here? The accretions should not
be thought of as in us as such -except maybe the self accretion- rather
each of us is plugged in to a (large) number of them. Our individual
psycho-pneumodynamic relations will be highly complex. Synchronicities
are like accidental magickal acts firing, accretions attached to us in some
way that burst through altering the vector field in the structure of their
nature. They do not necessarily mean anything (an indication that we
should do something), but they are instances that fulfil the criterion that
there is an ontological connection between phenomenon and subject.
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Agnostic Disjunction.
The agnostic disjunction argument says that there exist certain kinds of
choice which transcendentally cannot be reconciled. The decision on such
a disjunction may be made on what seem to be good grounds, however
the ground can be shown to be quite unstable. The agnostic disjunction
relevant here is the one demonstrated by synchronicity like phenomena.
The synchronicity appears as a rupture into the everyday order, this is
why it has that arresting feeling. The agnostic disjunctive choice is
between whether the phenomena actually obtains in a metaphysically
meaningful sense or whether it is simply a psychological projection of
significance upon a statistically possible event. It has its transcendental
status because in order to deny the phenomena its strong
(metaphysically meaningful) status one would have to know the nature
of reality with enough certainty to be able to do this. However, the
synchronicity itself is phenomenological evidence that such ruptures exist,
that is, the synchronicity occurring is what it would look like if such things
were metaphysically real. This means in order to deny the reality of the
phenomena with certainty one must beg the question by presupposing
the nature of reality (its solid non-magickal nature) in order to deny the
metaphysical existence of the phenomena i.e. because reality is not
12

compatible with synchronicity, synchronicity is not possible. But as the
synchronicity called the nature of reality into question we cannot make
such a claim. The appearance of the phenomena is agnostic disjunctive
at the metaphysical level.
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Pneuma
The roots of the CEO’s usage of the word word pneuma goes back to
Nietzsche. These two sections from 'Human all Too Human' are relevant.
The first because it includes the initial encounter with the word and the
second for the view it holds on the metaphysical world.
8
Pneumatological elucidation of nature. - Metaphysics elucidates the
handwriting of nature as it were *pneumatologically, -as the church and
its scholars formerly did the Bible. It requires a great deal of understanding
to apply to nature the same kind of rigorous art of elucidation that
philologists have now fashioned for all books: with the intention of
comprehending what the text intends to say but without sensing, indeed
presupposing, a second meaning. But as even with regard to books the
bad art of elucidation has by no means been entirely overcome and one
still continually encounters in the best educated circles remnants of
allegorical and mystical interpretations: so it is also in respect to nature where, indeed, it is even far worse.
9
Metaphysical world. - It is true, there could be a metaphysical world; the
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absolute possibility of it is hardly to be disputed. We behold all things
through the human head and cannot cut off this head; while the question
nonetheless remains what of the world would still be there if one had cut it
off. This is a purely scientific problem and one not very well calculated to
bother people overmuch; but all that has hitherto made metaphysical
assumptions valuable, terrible, delightful to them, all that has begotten
these assumptions, is passion, error and self-deception; the worst of all
methods of acquiring knowledge, not the best of all, have taught belief in
them. When one has disclosed these methods as the foundation of all
extant religions and metaphysical systems, one has refuted them! Then that
possibility still remains over; but one can do absolutely nothing with it, not
to speak of letting happiness, salvation and life depend on the gossamer
of such a possibility. For one could assert nothing at all of the metaphysical
world except that it was a being-other, an inaccessible, incomprehensible
being-other; it would be a thing with negative qualities. Even if the
existence of such a world were never so well demonstrated, it is certain
that knowledge of it would be the most useless of all knowledge: more
useless even than knowledge of the chemical composition of water must be
to the sailor in danger of shipwreck.
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* pneumatologically: pneumatology is the 'science' of spirits and spiritual
beings.
A lot of what it says here is relevant to what I try to say in my writings.
I use the word pneuma because it does mean spirit, but also because it
means air. Those with a cursory knowledge of the western magickal
tradition will know that the air element is associated with the mind, the
analytic swords of the tarot. It is this double meaning that makes it (to
me) suitable as the concept I want.
What is pneuma in the accretive system? Pneuma is said to be the stuff
that concepts are made of. Pneuma is sticky and can be made to
accrete. The accretions of pneuma follow from the phenomenological
lead of the world that is already interpreted. Everything is an accretion
of pneuma. This is metaphysics, absolutely. The questions obviously arise:
What do you need pneuma for? Why would you want to substantialise
conceptuality?
The answer goes back to phenomenology of magick and the agnostic
disjunction. Nietzsche thinks the possibility of the metaphysical world is
worthless for life. Of course, he says this specifically with Christianity in
mind but equally seems fairly clear, any kind of spiritual world might
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be acknowledged yet leaves us with nothing positive to say about it.
This is a very reasonable opinion, the problem I feel is that the
manifestations of such a world cannot be put to bed. Spectres, UFOs,
synchronicities continue to haunt the world and every time these
phenomena occur, they present to the individual with the agnostic
disjunction i.e. was that real or not? The disjunctive question is agnostic
because any answer of dismissal is only done on the question begging
grounds that such things are not possible because this (solid) world does
not admit of them. Equally though if one decides the phenomenon was
real, then one must face the incoherent sense of trying to reconcile what
it would mean for reality for this to be the case.
Pneuma and its accretions are what I believe to be the best answer for
anyone who thinks that the 'magick obtains' arm of the disjunction is
worth thinking about. It is true that pre-determined harmony of some
kind is on the table and partially represents a competing force of the
side of actual metaphysical connection. This investigation is for another
time. Let's be clear about pneuma though, on the side of the regular
solid interpretation of the world in which these phenomena are
coincidences and hallucinations there is no need for pneuma. Pneuma,
the conceptual stuff only has work to do on the magick accepting side.
17

So what does it do? Pneuma is called a substance precisely because it
can do things, it is no longer the regular sense of a concept that is just
'how we understand something'. In the system there are essentially three
layers. The pneuminous accretions, the vector field and the umbratic. The
accretions are everything we perceive with any sense. Everything is
understood as something even when that something is 'the unknown', this
too is an accretion, a concept. This is pneuma bound into endless blobs,
connected in myriad ways by pneuminous fibres: homonyms, metaphors,
shared qualities, all these and many more are the ways in which the
accretions connect to one another. Temporally they are altering, largely
under the sway of the neurotic accretions of pneuma (ourselves) who are
also nothing but accretions, yet ones with ability to restructure the
pneuma into new forms or keep it stuck in old ones.
The vector field is the transcendental field that we must presuppose in
order to say that the accretions are attached to something. The possible
field of all perceptions of all kinds is the vector field. It can be glimpsed
by imagination/phenomenological reduction as that 'what things would
be if we try to remove concepts'. The blur of stuff, smells, sounds. The
vector field is pneuma, but it is pneuma unaccreted (other than as the
vector field, or hyle etc.). Pneuma bound into a concepts (accretions) is
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attached to the regions of the vector field. It is called vector field
because the different regions are capable of behaving like vectors for
the higher up formed accretions. That is, they play host to them; a certain
region plays host to the concept 'curtains', another to 'duvet' and so on
and so on. In this way the concept is not simply in the mind of the neurotic
accretion, rather it is in the the vector itself.
The umbratic is the phantasy of everything that cannot be perceived for
whatever reason. The notion of the umbratic is generated by attempting
to perceive existence when one's head is cut off, as Nietzsche put it. A
similar agnostic disjunctive issue concerns this region of correlationism as
it has come to be known. Either science is perfectly good at telling us
what existence is like independently of ourselves, or it still remains
nothing but prosthetic extensions of our faculties that, whilst assuredly
expansive still does not and cannot totalise the titanic otherness that
lurks out there.
The inference in this phenomenology goes that, since this metaphysic
accepts a kind of correlate, albeit one that is partially autonomous from
us and since things remain solid and reliable most of the time then there
must be some structure that maintains this solidity beyond this
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pneuminous interface. This restraint on the vector field is inferred to
come from the umbratic, though its actual nature is unknowable (in these
metaphysics). So the implication that comes from magickal phenomena
is that conceptuality must be capable of altering the umbratic, or as it is
phrased elsewhere 'the pneuma can affect the umbra'.
Here then we see the point of having pneuma as not purely
epiphenomenal. Magick means that conceptuality alters things. The
definition of magick we work with here is 'a concept that is applied
successfully to a vector region that would not ordinarily take it'.
Synchronicity is often the appearance of objects, words, numbers,
images in places that seem somehow pertinent to the individual. The
explanation here is that unlike the ordinary state of affairs in which the
regular array of the world (as determined by the umbratic) displays
what is on offer, in this instance the autonomous action of the pneuminous
accretions has somehow restructured the situation such that now
physicality (the umbra) serves the pneuminous action. Magick is just a
more active form of the same. If synchronicity is achieved by the
accretions acting under their own steam, then magick is the manipulation
of the umbratic through the actions of the neurotic accretion (self). The
NA desires that a certain region of the vector field which is occupied by
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a certain accretion should not be occupied by another. For example,
that I am poor is a concept applied to a region (myself and my lack of
funds). The money hungry magician seeks apply the concept of himself
being wealthy to the vector region instead. Magick is the process of
trying to make the new accretion stick in such a way that the umbratic is
forced to alter at the behest of the accretion.
We do not here, offer how this happens, such descriptions stray beyond
the point of such a phenomenology. We only say that under this system,
if we do not accept predetermined harmony or the non-existence of the
phenomena, this is what somehow must be happening. Pneuma is the
concept at the heart of all of this. It is the force required to make it
functional.
Nietzsche maybe underestimates the power of the appearance of the
metaphysical world. There is not necessity to its incurring notions of guilt.
This only belongs to the metaphysical world that instantiates the judging
god. The appearance of the metaphysical world of fluid but magickally
potent conceptuality opens action up to all manner of magickal
beseechings that may or may not be effective (agnostic disjunctive
epistemology again). Drawing this conclusion about the metaphysical
21

maybe enables it to be reapplied to life rather than shunning it in favour
of physicality. The appearances of the metaphysical world in physical
will not go away and our ability to decide upon their truth will not
increase -unless it is favour of the metaphysical. Any conception of life
needs to take these appearances into account without dogmatising them
into a system.
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Pneuminous Accretions
What are the accretions? The accretions are accretions of pneuma.
Pneuma is the conceptual substrate that we postulate as necessarily
existing when we choose belief in synchronistic phenomena as
metaphysically actual and not harmoniously determined -as discussed
under agnostic disjunction. Phenomenologically all beings of awareness
must necessarily have pneuminous interactions, but certain kinds of
beings (Narps, in this case humans) are capable of binding pneuma into
incredible forms of complexity and excess: accretions.
The accretions of pneuma are attached to vectors. Vector here is a
carrier for the pneuminous accretion, the conceptual stuff. The vector
field is itself pneuminous as it is base of all accretive possibilities.
Phenomenologically the vector field is laid over the umbratic. The
umbratic is the phantasy of being outside of awareness. It is the
appearance of the structural elements underneath the conceptual
overlay and vector field (pneuma).
This laying-over is one of minimal interaction. In normal reality, vector
regions with accretions attached are part of a feedback system that
makes them more into the thing the human takes them to be. Here is the
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vector, I attach the concept pen to the vector. If the vector is such that
we would normally use the concept pen for then the application of the
concept performs a minor magickal act upon the vector making it
curiously more pen-like. Such actions take place all the time and are
largely inconsequential. Actual magickal acts/synchronistic ruptures are
caused by accretions attaching themselves to vectors that would not
usually take them. This may result in an unusual configuration of
conceptuality that is somehow arresting.
Accretions are formed by humans (Narps) but are free floating from
them. As such accretions exist in two manners, both of which are related.
Accretions may be bound to vectors. All physical things are accretions to
some degree or other. Everyday disposable things, rubbish, accretes
very little, but some things accrete a great deal. As these things travel
through life with us we feel how much of our story is in them. In the theory
described here, this story is literally in them, the pneuma is actually
attached to the vector. Human made things have conceptual specificity
embedded in them at the point of creation. These pieces become e.g.
this dishwasher, this dishwasher becomes a certain kind of character in
a household. Intensity binds pneuma to vectors, this may happen in the
course of life or it may be done intentionally.
24

The other way in which accretions exist is unbound. Pneuminous
accretions that are unbound are easy to experience, one only has to
remember anything or imagine anything and the accretion is detectable
in some sense, either as non-visual or (internally) visual phenomenon.
Since accretions are often built around a word-seed, the word seed will
summon the accretion easily. Pneuma is sticky. We may take two ideas
and with will force them together thus making an accretion. Magick is
largely based around humans’ abilities to manipulate unbound pneuma
and to beseech the unbound pneuminous accretion to alter the regular
solidity of things. Memory houses, kabbalah etc all use unbound
pneuma. Active magick of intent seeks to apply new conceptual
structures (an unbound pneuminous accretion) onto a vector which does
not currently take it but might do so -this extensive contingency is
important.
The regular solidity of existence as ruled by the structural umbratic can
sometimes be breached by the pneuminous accretion. Intensity can be
responsible for this though in the case of synchronicity the action is down
to the accretions themselves. No doubt factors which might be called
unconscious are related to the manner in which the accretion behaves,
ultimately though this is pure speculation. All that can be said is that
25

some idea has inserted itself into someone's world in an uncanny way
and when paranormality is chosen (as a belief), the accretion must be
responsible.
A human then is attached to accretions and is formed of them. The wordseed for most humans is their name. Around this word-seed the neuroticaccretion or self is formed. This accretion is embedded in the bodyvector. In normal human functioning the neurotic accretion controls the
conscious aspects of the vector and regulates the ability of other
accretions to control the vector. The neurotic accretion though is in
perpetual struggle with accretive powers which seek to dominate it, to
control the territory. In the case of severe insanity the neurotic accretion
fails to regulate the other accretions and they wander freely through
the body-vector.
We can analyses accretions vector relations into 4 principle types.
1. Accretions bound to vectors that fit the description of the accretion
or even if they have escaped the original vector the attachment is
still sensible from the Narp's perspective. Hammer as use term,
becomes hammer accretion embedded into vectors capable of
taking this accretion.
26

2. Accretions unbound from vectors that still represent the vector in
some way. The vector as the source of such an accretion determines
the appearance, even if now the appearance has taken on a
platonic type hue of perfection -ideality. These are what we call
representations in the mind.
3. Accretions unbound to any vector and having the appearance of
never deriving from a physical vector. Imaginary images or
magickal constructs/manifestations fall into this category.
4. Accretions bound to vectors that they not suited to in ordinary life.
These occur in magick, humour, surrealism/dadaism/pataphysics.
This is the instance in which we take a vector and say 'this vector
will take the concept x' even if the vector is nothing to do with x.
We take a spoon and we pretend it is an owl. In doing so we
infect the vector that readily takes the spoon concept and stick
onto it the owl concept.
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Double
In accretive theory the double is the accretion, this means the double is
what we actually engage with. The original to awareness is the vector
field. The vector field is the pure undifferentiated hyle. The vector field
is pneuminous but not accreted. Humans learn what different regions of
the vector field are called e.g. mum, cat, wheelbarrow, tree. In doing so
they continually attach the accretion of the vector back on to it. The
vector is highlighted by the induction into the rules for the application of
an accretion and when grasped the vector is doubled by the accretion.
The vector must have the ability to appear as the concept (accretion)
grasps it, it must in some sense be the same (though the vector contains
much more potential than the accretion displays). Hence the accretion
doubles the vector but appears as the origin. The double then seeks to
bend the vector to its likeness.
This is the natural action of magick that takes place all the time. It is the
correlate of the way in which intentional magick seeks to alter vector
regions such that they will conform to the will of the operator by the
application of an accretion to the vector region that would not normally
house it. The double is just the application of an accretion to a situation
28

that would normally take it. The double or accretion which is a kind of
ideality of the vector region, in attaching to the vector region alters it in
an imperceptible way, making it more like the ideality. The double
minutely bends the vector to its likeness, making a perfect fusion. Things
actually become the things we think they are by virtue of the double.
This also applies to Narps (people) though here the situation is more
complicated. Judgements about others applies accretions to them. When
we meet someone we double them and then apply the double onto their
vector region to try to make them conform to our doubling. But other
Narps are not apples or cigars, other Narps have ideas about who they
are. They may perceive the double that we seek to apply to them and
resist it by displaying other accretions, by trying to alter the double that
we seek to apply to them. They may be successful or they may not. A
Narp who cannot control the doubles that is applied to her will become
subject to the power of the double that is applied to her.
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Umbratic
The umbratic is a curious intersection of different ideas. It is necessary
and unnecessary. Its necessity is derived from the fact the idea cannot
be removed. It's lack of necessity from the fact it is technically not
needed.
What is it? The umbratic is the idea of the unseen. It is the incoherent
phantasy of being outside of perception. It is the wood where no one is
watching or listening. The idea emerges out of sceptical thought that
attempts to answer the question: is being that is perceived identical to
being that is not perceived? The resultant inability to answer this
question leaves the agnostic disjunctive appearance over the answer:
we cannot say if there is a difference or not. The phenomena that point
to there being a difference are again the occult ones. The point being
that in synchronistic/magickal phenomena reality has shifted somehow
outside of our perceptual sphere -we mean this specifically to the
exclusion of the manifestation of spirits/immediately visible/audible
phenomena (these invoke different kinds of concepts). That is, we do not
see the mechanism by which magick/synchronicity has occurred. There is
simply an uncanny rearrangement of things that has the appearance of
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some kind of agency being involved. This appearance is suggestive of
a radical reality rearrangement that was only possible outside of
perception, hence the invocation of the umbratic as a space in which the
rearrangement was possible. Of course, this doesn't entail that
magick/synchronicity could not still be functional in a metaphysical sense
without umbratic rearrangement. Such possibilities exist as attractor
models: the reality alteration is brought about metaphysically in some
way by bringing certain things towards the protagonist without literal
finger clicking alteration (such models also entail accretive type entities).
However, the fact that the sudden alteration model exists is enough to
give the umbratic life.
One can think on the impossibility of the umbratic, on how a space that
isn't perceived is not possible, on how there maybe always something
there to detect, to perceive. But the impossibility of the umbratic is not
enough to defeat it. It is a strongly incoherent concept that thrives on
that impossible sensation of attempting to think what it is to imagine a
space that is not being perceived. From here it derives a lot of its power.
The umbratic is related to the thing in itself. It is similar to a perfect
scientific object. Something without any observer bias. This is part of its
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phantasy. But all prostheses act with our consciousness, there are no
reports back from the umbratic.
We can try to do away with it. In the pneuminous theory we can imagine
that there is only the pneuma, only the conceptual stuff. The umbratic, as
mentioned, becomes unnecessary. But the appearance of the beyond
the pneuma, beyond the vector field is still there, the phantasy of the
outside, the absolute beyond the human security system. So a pure
idealism always generates the idea of its beyond which it can never
ascertain the validity of.
The umbratic gives the idea of structure. In the Tractatus this is how it is
often mentioned. This association is related to the pure idealist issue. The
appearance of the idea that there must be something behind the image
invokes the notion that this part is what does the holding together. This
is reinforced by the way in which the pneuminous level of concepts seems
so easily detachable from the vectors. The pneuminous accretions can
be unbound from the vectors and clearly perceived in the mind (a field
of pure pneuma).
Does this mean the vector field and the umbratic are the same thing?
No. Because it is possible to catch a kind of glimpse of the vector field.
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Phenomenological stripping down achieves something like this. But the
vector field is still perceived being. It is like being without any accretions
attached, or at least as best as we can achieve. However we can never
be sure that there are not inbuilt structuring forces that mean the vector
field itself is perceived as a limit, that is there is some kind of Kantian
aesthetic holding things together even at this level.
The umbratic is darkness, literally. Darkness is where we cannot perceive
so again the notion of the unperceived re-emerges. This creates the
curious identity between the space behind you and the space in the
shadows. Seeing the shadow is the closest one can get to perceiving the
umbratic. Of course a certain aspect of the shadow accretion means that
it is totalised, that we simply understand it. But the ontological shadow
is different from this. The ontological shadow reveals darkness to be the
space in which the regular accretions of that shadow space are more
prone to being taken over by different ones. That is, the umbratic is
presupposed to be a structuring power that lies beneath the vector field.
The accretions, the concepts, plug into the vectors, this unity makes our
world of things. But the accretions exist unbound also and operate on
their own unbidden by our conscious minds. The accretion has the power
under rare circumstance to alter the umbratic. To do this is must alter an
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existing vector-accretion arrangement. In perception as it is happening,
the feedback of the realness of the world enables the perpetuity of the
solidity itself. But outside of perception it is different, outside the
accretions imprinted on the vectors are in some sense still there, yet
immediately there is a loosening. This loosening is what makes
magick/synchronicity possible. This loosening happens in the darkness
because ontologically the lack of perceptual ability facilitates the
loosening of the solidity and interference from rogue accretions.
There is power in the shadow.
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Mystery
In the Tractatus Pneumatologico Philosophicus there is a small section
entitled 'Mystery'.
It reads:
"Mystery is the manifestation of existence as incoherence. Mystery gives
rise to phantasy; if existence were not inherently mysterious phantasy
would not arise. Reality too emerges out of mystery as the phantasy we
decide is not phantasy. This is reality. Mystery is incoherence, hence all
phenomena

are

mysterious.

They

submit

to the accretion of the pneuma to be rendered incoherently coherent."
This small term has received no other treatment so far, however now it
seems that it presses for a greater expansion of its use. What does the
above passage mean? The term phantasy is a precursor to the more
recently developed manifestationism -the competing of plural
ontologies. A phantasy is a viable reality (it has criteria to support it)
that is not the dominant one. The way the Tractatus expresses it is that
the solid world of consistent being is reality, where 'reality' just means
the dominant model. A phantasy could be the dominant model, it is not
out and out lunacy (a fantasy). A phantasy is on an agnostic disjunctive
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par with the current reality, it is just that certain forces currently hold this
one model in power (as reality) rather than another.
Incoherence is a reference to the notion within TPP that all concepts
reveal themselves in two manners: incoherent coherence and coherent
incoherence. A concept in its regular being-encountered is the former,
that is we take the concept as coherent without questioning it. Any
analysis of any concept will show its edge of collapse and we are
capable of knowing this, hence the concept then becomes coherently
incoherent.
Mystery is different insofar as it is pure incoherence. Mystery here is
posited as the ground that renders the agnostic disjunction possible. If
phenomena were not able to be understood through many different
ontologies there would be no mystery, just the comprehension of things
in the way they actually are. As such mystery has a transcendental
quality to it.
Mystery is not just a theoretical description. Mystery is an exhortation to
remind ourselves that we potentially know very little about what is going
on in this world. This is at least in part Heidegger's issue. Pure facticity
insofar as such a thing is possible reveals the astonishing presence of the
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world. No matter how convincing science and technology become we
need to try to keep the mystery in sight. This at least is Heidegger's
point. This returns me to a theoretical place that I frequently find myself.
The human as the dweller in the world responds to the mystery.
Heidegger means that this creature, this dweller could be lost and what
will remain will be still biologically human but will not be such a dweller.
In this instance mystery, whilst not utterly lost, will be essentially lost. The
layers will be so great that it will not be possible to contact it. Everything
will have its explanation. The choice is whether we want to retain this
dweller who has access to mystery or become what lies beyond it?
The philosophy here is less gloomy about the possibility of loss insofar
as the agnostic disjunction in relation to encountering phenomena like
synchronicity mean it is always going to be possible to interpret certain
phenomena as mystery. What is probably true is that it may become
harder to sustain the interpretation, to choose the 'other corridor' of the
AD.
There is it would seem an alliance between 'mystery' and occult
interpretation of phenomenon. This is confusing insofar as mystery seems
to be intended as a phenomenon that enables the agnostic disjunction
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rather than one that is actively on one side of it. However when faced
with an occult event we can either rationalise it (suck it back into the
regular world) or accept that the world is much stranger than we took it
to be. The former side plugs into the explanation world that strives
towards coherence, the latter acknowledges immediately the pure
incoherence of the world. Of course occult ontologies exist, but they
always bring the incoherence to the fore. Explanation through
metaphysics, as Kant noted, is not really explanation, it's just speculation.
What of accretive theory then? Isn't it an explanation? Yes it is. It tries
to be the best rational fit for accepting the agnostic disjunctive second
arm. One might say in this respect it tries to remove mystery. It might
provide some illumination, but the acceptance of accretive theory just
does exactly what any occult ontology does (except without the dogma):
it brings the incoherence to the fore. All accretive theory says is that if
the synchronicity can be said to be 'real' then the concept (the
pneuminous accretion) has been capable of altering the normal solidity
(the umbratic). It's easy to write this but to try to process what it must be
for this to be the case does indeed bring the incoherence to the fore.
Accretive theory cannot tell you and does not try to tell you how this
happens, only that it does.
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The problem of animism (as previously discussed) suggests the kind of
problematic situation in relation to mystery. If the world is capable of
responding in the manner like accretive theory suggests, then to get it to
animistically respond one would likely need to invest in it in an active
way in order for it to do so. If one continues to treat it rationally like
'stuff' it will not respond. The stuff perception is so strong that of course
one does not want to treat the wind and rocks as if they are alive but
of course as soon as someone is experimentally brave enough to do so
they then face a second problem as soon as they feel the animistic world
interacting with them. That is, they then encounter the agnostic disjunction
in relation to the interaction. The sense that 'this is just madness' is almost
overpowering and for good reason. They may well be right. But the
safety net of rationality is never strong enough to absolutely dismiss the
possibility.
The 'what is it?' is mystery and mystery is the ally of occult 'explanation'.
'Reality' is surrounded.
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Vector Field
The vector field is a transcendental plane or rather series of planes that
act as an intermediary between the accretions and the umbratic. The
vector field can be thought of as unaccreted pneuma. The physical
vector field is that experience that phenomenologists often try to
perceive as part of their systems: the Husserlian hyle, the pure sensation
block that becomes differentiated into different things or as we will say
with regard to the vector field, regions. It is that field[s] of existence that
can be dimly be seen when try to pretend we don't know that everything
'is' all the different things we see before us.
The most extreme visual vector field is the physical world as pure
undifferentiated sensation, however the vector field has not entirely
gone in effect on less abstract levels. True the spatio-temporal existence
itself can be viewed as vector-field regions, however even when these
are established, the effect is still present. When we enter a room and
many of the devices in that room are unknown to us, these are now vector
regions. They may have a broad scope accretion like 'machines'
attached to them, but we may have no understanding of where one
machine stops and where another ends. They exist in an unintelligible
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(incoherent) mass. Then the technician comes in and explains the
machines, she gives me the names for the different regions and tells me
what each one does. The concept (accretion) sticks to the vector. We say
in this regard 'this vector region was capable of taking this concept' and
mean that the word is appropriate to the thing.
The meaning of vector then is like that of a vector which carries a
parasite, virus, bacterium. Vectors carry accretions and in the regular
language of everyday life this is how language functions. Different
regions of the vector field play host to different accretions. Many vector
regions are capable of housing more than one accretion. A saucer is
easily an ashtray. The vector region that takes the accretion 'saucer'
easily also takes 'ashtray'. Sometimes the vector region that takes the
accretion 'log' can take the accretion 'seat'. Found objects of unknown
original usage still have their original accretion attached but it may then
be covered over by a new accretion. The grammar of 'really' means
'original' but if the new accretion can be taken by the vector then it is
just as equally this thing. This is all it means for something to be
something.
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Equally a different appearing object may house the same accretion. I
might show someone an old device and 'say this is a phone' (this vector
can house the phone accretion). They do not understand how this is true
but then I show them that this is the case. They were trapped by the
modern appearance of 'phone'. Likewise the person from the past would
not be able to respond to 'pass me my phone please' from an array of
objects on the table. The black oblong lying next to my keys is a vector
that they do not know is capable of taking the accretion 'phone'. This
highlights a feature of accretions in relation to vectors. In a given
historical/cultural setting a given accretion is often attached to a vector
region or range of similar vector regions that generate false essences.
False essences are appearances that pretend to be what the object
'really' looks like. These contingent archetypes are often the way the
accretion looks when one summons it to mind. Ideal forms like these are
related to 'incoherent coherence', the apparent sense of definition which
always masks the multiplicity of ways in which a thing might appear on
three axes: the past, the future and the other (a different culture which
might feature the same use-thing in a different form).
False essences as accretive images are the molar aspect of accretions
as they struggle to maintain stasis against becoming. Furthermore as
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accretions exert a magickal effect upon the umbratic powers beneath
the vector field, the act of trying to keep something in a particular form
will have some effect. This is similar to the way in which false essences
are related to the phenomenon of the double. The double is the way in
which the accretion once attached to a vector, through the archetypal
image (false essence) attempts to make the vector more like the
accretion than the original vector was. This is a process that necessarily
goes on all the time.
Naturally the vector field is not a purely visual/physical field. For this
reason we can speak of the vector field having different planes that
intersect, visual and physical being two such -as accretions might be
visible without being physical and vice versa. The wind is a invisible
region that is physical for example. Audible and olfactory can also be
said to have their own planes. Some accretions cut across different
planes, some exist on purely one. The planes themselves are of course
also vector regions with accretions attached. The olfactory is an
accretion that may be applied only to certain kinds of phenomena.
However these vast accretions form planes by which a kind of heuristic
may be employed. Smells can be learned. There are a myriad of smells
in the world that we have often no knowledge of but could be
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understood. The undifferentiated or ill understood olfactory plane can
have accretions applied to its regions. In sounds think of bird song, a
twittering mass can be differentiated into individual refrains 'does that
sound take the accretion wood pigeon? No it is a collared dove'. The
experiential world is filled with noises. The garbled noise of this plane
too can receive greater accretive infestation. Vector regions can be
analysed out and have accretions attached accordingly.
There is also the emotional plane. We have named the regions of the
emotions. They can be named because the recur. There are rules for
feeling and recognition. The regions are a fluctuating mass and their
peaks and troughs are the accretions 'happiness' 'anger' 'sadness' etc.
False essences occur here too, archetypal dominance is powerful and
stasis of these natures encouraged. Small eddies of the emotional plane
receive no accretion for their grammar is hard to capture. Sometimes
we meet others who know these eddies and we name them together.
Possibly the most curious plane of the vector field is that of rationality.
Does thought have a vector field plane? Of course 'thought' must have,
for it is an accretion, it has a grammar. But the universal similarity of
thought as accretion is even less reliable than the contents of the
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emotional plane, where at least physical displays are common as part
of the attribution of the accretion to those regions (happy face, sad
face). The action 'I was thinking' might be unspeakably different
between different beings. But still there are operations of thought, logic
for instance. Modus ponens as a concept, as an accretion is just one
concatenation of thought that we do all the time. Incoherence does not
destroy logic, it merely renders incoherent the concepts that fill in the
Ps and Qs. There is an action we can make that either fulfils the criteria
to be called modus ponens or not, hence some kind of vector region exist
for it. All logical sequences can have this said of them. What about
maths? What is 'plus'? A rule, an accretion that fits a vector of a certain
action. As we explore this area it feels as if there is a suggestion that
these mental actions are echoes of the physical plane. They are unbound
accretions whose home is solidity.
What is language itself? A word is an accretion attached to a vector.
There are the noises we hear between us by which we communicate.
Every single word is an accretion attached to a vector. Every letter is an
accretion attached to a vector. Scribbles, lines on a page. This symbol
says 'A'. See the symbol as vector region. It is nothing but lines, it plays
host to 'A'.
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Everywhere a vector region, everywhere a host, everywhere an
accretion.
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